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	With a focus on mailbox and high availability features, this book delivers the ultimate, in-depth reference to IT professionals planning and managing an Exchange Server 2013 deployment. Guided by Tony Redmond, a Microsoft MVP and award-winning author, you will:

	
		Understand major changes to Exchange Server architecture
	
		Get inside insights for planning your upgrade or deployment
	
		Examine the new web-based Exchange admin center (EAC)
	
		Take a deep dive into configuring mailboxes, distribution groups, and contacts; planning and managing the Managed Store; database availability groups; mailbox replication service; compliance, data leakage, and data loss prevention; site mailboxes; modern public folders
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A Guide to Experimental AlgorithmicsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Computational experiments on algorithms can supplement theoretical analysis by showing what algorithms, implementations, and speed-up methods work best for specific machines or problems. This book guides the reader through the nuts and bolts of the major experimental questions: What should I measure? What inputs should I test? How do I...
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Nessus, Snort, & Ethereal Power Tools : Customizing Open Source Security Applications (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2005
One of the most attractive attributes of Nessus is the simplicity of creating custom extensions (or
plugins) to be run with the Nessus engine.This benefit is gained via the specialized language
NASL (Nessus Attack Scripting Language). NASL supplies the infrastructure to write networkbased
scripts without the need to implement the...
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Rituals of Triumph in the Mediterranean World (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	Societies, both ancient and modern, have frequently celebrated and proclaimed their military victories through overt public demonstrations. In the ancient world, however, the most famous examples of this come from a single culture and period - Rome in the final years of the Roman Republic and early Roman Empire - while those from other...
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MacBook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2017

	Get the most out of your MacBook
	
		Your new MacBook is sleek and powerful, and this down-to-earth guide makes it easier than ever to navigate, personalize, and maximize what it can help you accomplish. From taking it out of the box and turning it on for the first time to file storage and security, to downloading apps and...
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Looking Through Philosophy in Black: Memoirs (Global Critical Caribbean Thought)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2018

	This autobiography is a series of interrelated true-life events and decisions taken by a black philosopher that highlight the human drama unfolding in the inferno of the South African apartheid system. Mabogo More details what it means to be a black philosopher in an anti-black apartheid academic world. More’s life story...
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Flash MX Most Wanted: Effects & MoviesFriends of Ed, 2003

	Some friends of ED books concentrate on more serious aspects of Flash; this one concentrates on the fun. Flash can be used for many purposes, but making visually stunning effects to impress your boss, your friends, and anyone who looks at your site is one of the most rewarding.


	Friends of ED have scoured the web and the Flash...
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